Retesting the childhood-onset GH-deficient patient
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Abstract
GH deficiency (GHD) in adults has to be shown by a single provocative test, provided that it is validated. Insulin tolerance test (ITT) has been indicated as the test of choice; now also glucagon test is validated and represents an alternative. The GHRH plus arginine (ARG) test and testing with GHRH plus a GH secretagogue are equally reliable diagnostic tools, and are now considered as ‘golden’ standards as ITT. Childhood-onset (CO) GHD needs retesting in late adolescence or young adulthood; this is a major clinical challenge and raises questions about the most appropriate method and cut-off value. Appropriate re-evaluation of GH status is represented by simple measurement of IGF1 concentration off rhGH treatment. Clearly, low IGF1 levels are evidence of persistent severe GHD in subjects with genetic GHD or panhypopituitarism. However, normal IGF1 levels never rule out severe GHD and CO-GHD with normal IGF1 levels must undergo a provocative test. The appropriate GH cut-off limit is specific for each provocative test. As shown by the ROC curve analysis, in late adolescents and young adults, the lowest normal GH peak response to ITT is 6.1 μg/l while that to GHRH + ARG test is 19.0 μg/l. These cut-off limits, however, are just indicative as being variable as a function of the assay used. No other test is validated for retesting. As GHRH + ARG test mostly explores the GH-releasable pool, normal GH response would be verified by a second ITT in order to rule out subtle hypothalamic defect.
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Introduction
Adults with GH deficiency (GHD) have impaired health, which improves with GH replacement. GHD in adults leads to impairment in body composition and function, as well as to deranged lipoprotein and carbohydrate metabolism and increased cardiovascular morbidity (1–4). This impairment has been shown to be even more severe when GHD is childhood-onset (CO) either congenital or acquired (5–8). Based on the evidence that GHD in adults is a new syndrome which may benefit from GH replacement, health authorities in many countries have approved the therapeutic use of GH in hypopituitaric patients with severe GHD (1–3).

Diagnosis of adult GHD: who and how to test
Who to test
Severe GHD is defined biochemically within an appropriate clinical context.

The present recommendations state that patients who should be tested for GHD are those who show evidence of hypothalamic–pituitary disease, and in whom there is an intention to treat (2, 4). This includes patients from the following groups:

(i) those with signs and symptoms of hypothalamic–pituitary disease (endocrine, structural and/or genetic causes),
(ii) those who have received cranial irradiation or tumour treatment,
(iii) those with CO-GHD and
(iv) those with traumatic brain injury (TBI) or subarachnoid haemorrhage.

In fact, TBI as well as subarachnoid haemorrhage is now appreciated as cause of hypopituitarism. The severity of TBI is not well correlated with the degree of pituitary dysfunction. As the GH axis may recover after TBI, testing for GHD should be undertaken no sooner than 12 months after the injury (2, 4).

How to test
The GH Research Society (GRS) Consensus of 1997 stated that the diagnosis of adult GHD is established...
by provocative testing of GH secretion and recommended the insulin tolerance test (ITT) to be the diagnostic test of choice with the combined administration of arginine (ARG) and GHRH as the most promising alternative. Administration of ARG alone or with glucagon could be considered, but with less established diagnostic value (1).

The strong recommendation about the diagnosis is done by provocative tests only, based on the evidence that a normal serum IGF1 does not exclude the diagnosis of GHD in adults. A serum IGF1 below the normal range was considered just suggestive of GHD (in the absence of other conditions known to lower IGF1 levels such as malnutrition, hepatic disease, poorly controlled diabetes mellitus and hypothyroidism) even if it was recognized that, in the presence of multiple pituitary deficits, low IGF1 levels were strongly predictive of severe GHD.

In more recent years, some definite diagnostic value of measuring IGF1 has been considered. In fact, total IGF1 is a parameter with good intra-individual reproducibility and positively associated with the peak GH response to provocative tests (9).

By analyzing the clinical characteristics and biochemical testing results of over 800 patients with either adult-onset hypothalamic or pituitary disease or CO-GHD, it has been demonstrated that adult GHD can be predicted with 95% accuracy by the presence of either three or four pituitary hormone deficits or a low IGF1 level (10). These findings have been confirmed by others who also proposed an IGF1 cut-off limit of around — 2 s.d. All agree that the diagnostic reliability of low IGF1 levels is satisfactory when patients with CO severe GHD or multiple pituitary deficits are considered, particularly below 40 years of age (2, 4, 11–15). These patients therefore do not require a GH stimulation test to make the diagnosis of adult GHD; however, it remains that patients suspected for GHD showing normal IGF1 levels must undergo provocative tests (2, 4).

Among the provocative tests, the recent 2007 GRS Consensus recognized that GHRH + ARG, GHRH + GH secretagogue (GHS) and glucagon stimulation tests are also now well validated in adults and should be considered golden standard tests as ITT (2, 4).

Among classical provocative tests, while the diagnostic reliability of ITT has been confirmed by many studies, the glucagon test has been validated more recently showing quite good sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) (16, 17). On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that testing with ARG alone should not be considered a reliable alternative test (18). ITT and glucagon are therefore the only classical provocative tests that are reliable for the diagnosis of adult GHD, although the cut-off levels of the GH response to these tests have, however, never been validated by body mass index (BMI) (4).

The normal limits as well as the within-subject reproducibility of the GH response to either GHRH + ARG or GHRH + GHS (namely GHRP-6) have been very well defined in a large cohort of normal subjects (2, 4). No significant gender- or age-related differences were found. The mean peak GH response to these ‘maximal’ tests is clearly higher than that to the majority of other classical provocative tests. Also, it has been demonstrated that these tests distinguish adult GHD patients from normal subjects and that they are at least as sensitive as ITT, provided that appropriate cut-off limits are considered. In fact, there is strict positive association between the peak GH response to these tests and that recorded after ITT in hypopituitary patients with GHD (4, 19).

It has been emphasized that the ITT evaluates the integrity of the hypothalamic–pituitary axis and has the added advantage of also stimulating adrenocorticotropic (ACTH) levels, while the combined tests evaluate just the maximal secretory capacity of somatotroph cells. However, it is recognized that each test has limitations. The ITT can be contraindicated in patients with ischaemic heart disease or seizures and in the elderly. Moreover, the response to ITT suffers more marked intra-individual variability. However, since the combined tests stimulate both the hypothalamus and the pituitary, GHD due to hypothalamic disease may be missed (2, 4). This is exemplified by studies in those patients treated with cranial irradiation in which the ITT shows the greatest Se and Sp within the first 5 years after irradiation (2, 4, 20). If the peak GH level during a GHRH + ARG test is normal in those who have received irradiation, then an ITT should also be performed. In irradiated patients as well as those with inflammatory and infiltrative lesions, GHD may develop many years after the initial insult. Therefore, this group should be followed long term with repeat testing as clinically indicated.

Generally, one stimulation test is sufficient for the diagnosis of adult GHD. Not all patients suspected of having GHD, however, require a GH stimulation test for diagnosis. As anticipated, patients with three or more pituitary hormone deficiencies and an IGF1 level below the reference range have a greater than 97% chance of being GHD, and therefore do not need a GH stimulation test (2, 4).

Regarding the cut-off level appropriate for each provocative test, particular attention focused on the confounding effect of overweight and obesity on the interpretation of the GH response to stimuli. In fact, it is clearly demonstrated that both spontaneous and stimulated GH secretion is negatively associated with BMI and the GH response in obese subjects is sometimes as impaired as that in hypopituitaric patients with severe GHD (4). The impairment of GH secretion as a function of overweight and obesity would reflect alterations in the neuroendocrine control of the somatotropic axis and/or metabolic alterations (21).

Given the confounding effect of overweight or obesity on the interpretation of the GH response to provocative tests, cut-off levels of GH response should be appropriate to lean, overweight and obese subjects in order to avoid false-positive diagnosis in obese adults, but also false-negative diagnosis in lean GHD adults.
Therefore, the cut-offs for the diagnosis of GHD vary with the test used and also as a function of BMI. For the ITT, the validated cut-off for GHD in adults is a peak GH response of < 3 μg/l; the same applies to glucagon test but both tests have not been validated in obesity (1, 2, 4). The following cut-off levels have been validated for GHRH + ARG: for those with a BMI < 25 kg/m², a peak GH < 11 μg/l; for BMI 25–30 kg/m², a peak GH < 8 μg/l; for BMI > 30 kg/m², a peak GH < 4 μg/l (22). On the other hand, the cut-off level validated for the GHRH + GHRP-6 below which severe GHD is demonstrated is 10.0 μg/l in lean subjects but 5.0 μg/l in obese patients (23, 24).

These cut-off limits, however, are only indicative, since they are variable as a function of the assay used. The analytic method influences the results of GH stimulation test and ideally assay-specific cut-off values should be defined for each stimulation test. Substantial heterogeneity exists among presently utilized assays, which would be reduced by the adoption of a universal GH calibration standard. The GRS in its last guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of GHD advocates the use of recombinant 22 kDa GH calibrator (2). Similar problems exist for IGF1 measurement. A universal calibrator is essential and should be recombinant human IGF1 of the highest purity. This should be adopted by all assay manufacturers.

**Diagnosis of GHD in childhood**

The diagnosis of GHD in childhood is a multifaceted process requiring comprehensive clinical and auxological assessment, combined with biochemical tests of the GH–IGF axis and radiological evaluation. In a child with slow growth, whose history and auxology suggest GHD, normal GH response to provocative tests does not definitely rule out GHD. Some patients with auxology suggestive of GHD have IGF1 and/or IGF-binding protein-3 levels below the normal range but normal GH response to provocative tests. These children are not classically GH deficient but often have low spontaneous GH secretion over 24 h, likely reflecting GH neurosecretory dysfunction. On the other hand, it remains that in suspected GHD, impaired GH responses to provocative tests will show GHD. Among classical provocative tests ITT, ARG and glucagon have been demonstrated the most reliable. Despite low peak GH response being arbitrarily defined as below 7 or 10 μg/l, the third centile limits of normal response to these tests is markedly lower. The classical provocative tests stimulate GH secretion via actions at the hypothalamic level, but their within-subject reproducibility is very poor and implies their low Sp; this evidence recommended that GHD is demonstrated by failure to respond to two stimuli in order to reduce the numbers of false-positive GHD diagnosis. In combination with substances that inhibit or counteract somatostatin, e.g. ARG, pyridostigmine or GHS (25), GHRH becomes the most potent and reproducible stimulus of GH secretion: it explores the maximal secretory capacity of somatroph cells that, in turn, reflects the appropriately normal function of hypothalamic network controlling GH synthesis and release. Provided that the peak GH response to these tests is referred to appropriate cut-off limits (< 20 μg/l in childhood), they are as reliable as classical provocative tests to distinguish between normal and deficient GH secretory capacity. They can be used as a single test (26).

**Diagnosis of GHD in the transition period adolescent-to-young adult**

The management of the GH-treated adolescent in the transition to adult care was first defined by the consensus guidelines produced by the European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology (ESPE) in collaboration with the GRS (27).

Transition was defined as a broad set of physical and psychosocial changes, arbitrarily defined as starting in late puberty and ending with full adult maturation. This usually implies a period from mid- to late teens until 6–7 years after achievement of final height. The aims of management in the transition period for the GH-treated adolescent obviously focused on diagnostic aspects in this peculiar phase of life.

In fact, GH and IGF1 secretion peaks at mid- to late puberty and subsequently declines. The GH replacement strategy differs in childhood from that adopted in adult life: in childhood, all degrees of GHD are considered for replacement, whereas in adult life only patients with severe GHD are presently treated. Thus, the re-evaluation of the diagnosis when the major paediatric goals of treatment have been reached is mandatory. In adolescents with GHD, treatment should therefore be stopped for re-evaluation of the diagnosis when growth and pubertal development are considered to be completed. The re-evaluation of pituitary function during transition is generally needed but can well be skipped in patients with severe congenital GH or acquired panhypopituitarism.

The ESPE/GRS Consensus (27) stated that GH reserve is assessed by measurement of a serum IGF1 concentration and/or a GH stimulation test. The ITT was the recommended test with the ARG or glucagon tests as alternatives.

It was also recommended that the extent of GH–IGF1 re-evaluation depends on the a priori likelihood of profound GHD. Two groups of patients were distinguished:

1) high likelihood: those with severe GHD in childhood with or without two or three additional hormone deficits, which may be due to a defined genetic cause, and those with severe GHD due to structural hypothalamic–pituitary abnormalities,
central nervous system (CNS) tumours or patients having received high-dose cranial irradiation, and ii) low likelihood: the remaining patients, including those with idiopathic GHD, either isolated or with one additional hormone deficit.

In patients with a high likelihood of persistent GHD, an IGF1 value $<-2$ s.d. off GH treatment for at least 4 weeks should be considered sufficient evidence of profound GHD. If the IGF1 is $>-2$ s.d., a GH provocative test should be performed. If this shows a low GH response, the diagnosis of GHD is reconfirmed. If the peak GH is above the appropriate cut-off value, the diagnosis should be reconsidered.

Patients with lower likelihood of persistent GHD at retesting should have an IGF1 measurement and one GH provocation test. If both are low, the diagnosis of GHD is reconfirmed. If both are normal, the patient can be discharged unless he/she is at risk of evolving endocrinopathy, such as those who received prior CNS irradiation. If the tests are discordant, the patient should be followed up.

Regarding the cut-off level, it was considered that peak GH response $<3 \mu g/l$ after ITT assumed in adulthood would be too conservative in the transition period. As in normal children, the most exuberant GH response to a stimulation test occurs in late puberty, the ESPE/GRS Consensus proposed the cut-off for severe GHD in the transition period to be $<5 \mu g/l$. Also, it was recommended that any patient with severe GHD should have cranial and pituitary magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

These diagnostic algorithm and recommendations still look well based, and have been of reference also in the more recent statements from the GRS Consensus 2007 (2).

First of all, it has to be emphasized that the ESPE/GRS guidelines provided some definite diagnostic value to the measurement of total IGF1 levels, in agreement with what has been proposed for adults (2, 4, 27).

On the other hand, more recent studies provided evidence indicating the need to revise some statements of the ESPE/GRS about provocative tests and their appropriate cut-off limits for the diagnosis in patients at either high or low likelihood who have non-diagnostic IGF1 levels.

It is fully acceptable that, as in the adult, the ITT is a provocative test of reference (2, 4).

The cut-off level of $5 \mu g/l$ below which severe GHD is diagnosed in the transition adolescent was, however, an arbitrary assumption reflecting the lack of data. More recently, normative values for the ITT in the transition adolescents have been defined (28). In fact, the diagnostic accuracy of a peak GH response of $6.1 \mu g/l$ showed $96\%$ Se with $100\%$ Sp (Fig. 1). Based on these findings, it is clear that also the cut-off of $5 \mu g/l$ for ITT is too restrictive in the transition period, and this aspect has been recognized in the GRS Consensus 2007 (2).

Normative data for the GH response to glucagon and ARG alone have not been defined yet in the transition adolescent. On the other hand, the appropriate diagnostic cut-off limits for testing the GH response to GHRH + ARG in the transition period have been defined very recently (29). For this maximal provocative test, the best pair of the highest Se (100%) and Sp (97%) was found choosing a peak GH of 19.0 $\mu g/l$ (Fig. 1). Thus, it should now be recognized that in late adolescent and early adulthood patients, a GH cut-off limit using the GHRH + ARG test lower than 19.0 $\mu g/l$ is able to distinguish between GHD and normal subjects. Interestingly, as anticipated by previous studies (29), the GH response to this test does not substantially vary from infancy to early adulthood.

Thus, although the test of choice for the diagnosis of GHD during this period of life is considered ITT, it has to be taken into account that this test suffers from poor reproducibility and may be contraindicated in some clinical conditions, particularly after neurosurgery (30–33).

---

**Figure 1** (a) Results of ITT in 26 subjects with isolated GH deficiency (○) or multiple pituitary hormone deficiency (●) and in 39 age- and sex-matched controls (△); $n$, number of subjects. Note logarithmic scale for peak GH in left graph and linear scale for GH cut-off between 3 and 8 $\mu g/l$ in right graph. (b) ROC curve for peak serum GH responses to the GHRH + ARG test in lean adolescent and young adult population. The arrow indicates the location on the ROC curve of the diagnostic cut-off point that minimizes misclassification of panhypopituitary patients and control subjects. The cut-off point, sensitivity and specificity, with their confidence intervals (CI) at 95%, ROC AUC and accuracy are shown in the box (adapted from (28) and (29) with the permission of the European Journal of Endocrinology).
As GHRH + ARG test shows excellent Se and Sp in the adolescent as well as in adults, displays very good intra-individual reproducibility and has now definite normative levels in every phase of life, it can be considered an alternative test as reliable as ITT for retesting the transition adolescent (Fig. 2) (4, 29). Like in adulthood, since the combined tests stimulate both the hypothalamus and the pituitary, GHD due to hypothalamic disease (such as after cranial irradiation) may be missed (2, 4). Again, if the peak GH level during a GHRH + ARG test is normal in patients who had cranial irradiation, then an ITT should also be performed.

Again, it has to be considered that the cut-off limits for provocative tests (either GHRH + ARG or ITT) in the transition adolescent have been defined in lean subjects only; as anticipated, it would be preferable that these tests are validated also as a function of overweight and obesity (2, 4, 29).

Retesting the CO GHD: clinical aspects predicting persistence of severe GHD to be replaced

Studies in literature reporting the results about retesting patients who had been treated with rhGH in childhood have found very different percentages of persistent severe GHD in adulthood, ranging from 12.5 to 90% (33–37). These studies have generally been performed in different cohorts of GHD patients with classical provocative tests that are known for their poor reproducibility (30–32, 38–40). This evidence clearly led to the statement that there is no justification for the view that patients diagnosed in childhood to be GHD should continue on therapy into adult life without their GH status being reinvestigated and shown to be persistently abnormal.

The inability to confirm GHD in adulthood could reflect transient GHD in childhood (34) or, alternatively, could merely reflect the lack of reproducibility of classical provocative tests (30–32, 38–40). It also has to be considered that even patients with normal GH response to provocative tests but showing impairment of spontaneous GH secretion are presently considered as GH insufficient (the so-called GH neurosecretory dysfunction) and treated with rhGH for replacement (41). In fact, by retesting the GH response to single GHRH + ARG test in a large cohort of patients who had undergone GH replacement in childhood, severe GHD in adulthood was generally confirmed in organic GHD (94%), frequent in idiopathic GHD (52.1%) but never occurred in GH neurosecretory dysfunction (37) (Fig. 3).
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**Figure 2** Individual peak GH responses to both GHRH + ARG and ITT tests in patients with a paediatric diagnosis of organic multiple hypopituitarism \( (n=21) \) (left panel) and in patients with a paediatric diagnosis of isolated GHD \( (n=47) \) (right panel). Dotted lines represent limits of normal GH response to GHRH + ARG and ITT in the transition phase (28, 29).
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**Figure 3** Individual GH peak after GHRH + ARG test in subjects who had been treated with GH in childhood as having organic (defined as GH peak > 10 μg/l after two classical tests and organic lesion on MRI) (left) or idiopathic (defined as GH peak < 10 μg/l after two classical tests but without organic lesion on MRI) (middle) or GH neurosecretory dysfunction (defined as GH peak > 10 μg/l after two classical tests but mean GH concentration over 24 h < 3 μg/l) (right). Lines are represented as follows: (—) third and (— —) first centile limits of normal GH response to GHRH + ARG and (...) the limit below which severe GHD is demonstrated by ITT in adults (adapted from (37) with the permission of The Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism).
The relationship between pituitary MRI features and persistence of CO-GHD in adult life has also been studied, showing that structural hypothalamic–pituitary abnormalities are determinant parameters in the prediction of the persistence of GHD. MRI findings of the hypothalamic–pituitary area in patients with GHD may be the most important criterion upon which the decision to re-evaluate the patient should be based. It has been shown that patients with GHD and congenital hypothalamic–pituitary abnormalities might not require re-evaluation of GH secretion, whereas patients with isolated GHD and a normal or small pituitary gland should be retested (33). In a recent study, it was demonstrated that a subgroup of subjects with CO idiopathic GHD presenting with congenital structural hypothalamic–pituitary abnormalities (defined as those with a GH response <5 μg/l and with anterior pituitary hypoplasia, pituitary stalk agenesis and posterior pituitary ectopia at the level of the median eminence) are clearly candidates for permanent GHD in adult life (42), while those with less severe MRI features have an uncertain diagnosis or a likelihood of normal GH response after stimulation tests.

Conclusions

Retesting the diagnosis of severe GHD in adolescents who received treatment with rhGH in childhood is a hot topic in either paediatric or adult endocrinology. Based on the data available so far, it can be concluded that:

i) GH retesting is not required for those with a transcription factor mutation (e.g. POU1F1, PROP1, HESX1, LHX3 and LHX4), those with more than three pituitary hormone deficits and those with isolated GHD associated with an identified mutation (e.g. GH, GHRHR, SOX3). All other patients should undergo retesting after at least 1 month of rhGH treatment.

ii) Very low IGF1 levels in patients highly suspected for GHD (i.e. congenital GHD or acquired multiple pituitary hormone deficits) can be definite evidence of persistent, severe GHD; these patients can skip provocative tests. However, it must be emphasized that normal IGF1 levels do not rule out severe GHD; patients suspected for GHD but displaying normal IGF1 levels must be investigated by provocative tests.

iii) The ITT is a test of reference and the cut-off level for this test in the transition adolescence is ≤6.0 μg/l. However, other tests are as reliable as ITT. At present, the only alternative test that has been validated for retesting the transition adolescence is GHRH+ARG with a cut-off limit defined as 19.0 μg/l. Neither ITT or GHRH+ARG cut-off limits in adolescents have been defined by BMI; given the confounding effect of overweight or obesity on the interpretation of the GH response to provocative tests, this validation is required in the near future.

iv) Among patients who had undergone rhGH treatment in childhood, severe GHD is generally confirmed by retesting in organic GHD, is frequent in idiopathic GHD, but never occurs in patients who had been treated for the so-called GH neurosecretory dysfunction.
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